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EGYPT IN
MARSEILLES
by Lucy Gordan-Rastelli

Photos: Musée d’Archéologie Méditerranénne

he Egyptian collection in Marseilles is the most important and largest one in

France after that of the Louvres. A section of the Musée d’Archéologie Méditerranéenne (Museum of Mediterranean Archaeology) — together with the

collections from the ancient cultures of the Near East, Cyprus and Phonecia,

the Cyclades, Greece, Magna Grecia, Etruria and Rome — it has been housed
since 1989 in the Centre de la Vieille Charité, once a convent-hospital. The

Centre is located on a small square in a “Bohemian” artsy and hilly neighbor-

hood of narrow, winding streets lined with artisan workshops and small restau-

rants, called “Le Panier,” and is a short walk downhill to Marseilles’ Nineteen-

th Century shoreline Cathedral of St. Mary Major.
Above, Facade
of the Centre de
la Vieille Charité, housing the
Musée d’Archéologie Méditerranéenne. Author’s photo
Opposite, One of
the Egyptian gal
leries of the Musée.

Some 950 artifacts of its approximately 2,500 ancient objects, all care-

fully catalogued, were purchased in 1861 by the Municipality of Marseilles for

50,000 francs, from the surgeon Antoine-Barthélémy Clot and (1793-1868)

were displayed almost immediately — for over 130 years — in the city-owned
magnificent Castle Borély, built in the Eighteenth Century for Louis Borély

(1731-1784), a prosperous merchant with businesses in Alexandria and Cairo.

On display in Room 1 is a pink-granite Twentieth Dynasty bust from Luxor of
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Frenchman Antoine-Barthélémy Clot-Bey (1793-1868), above left, in Egyptian military attire;
& Mohammed Ali (1769-1849 viceroy of Egypt & benefactor of Clot-Bey. Both from the Internet

Sekhmet, which once belonged to Borély.
Following extensive restoration, since
2013 the castle houses the Marseilles Museum of Decorative Arts and Fashion.
Wall panels in the collection’s
first of five rooms provide a biography of
Clot, as does Gerard N. Burrow’s excellent article, “Clot-Bey: Founder of Western Medical Practice in Egypt,” pub- lished in The Yale Journal of Biology and
Medicine in 1975. Born in Grenoble on
November 7, 1793, although he came from
a modest family, Antoine-Barthélémy
learned to read and write very early, thanks
to his father, a sergeant-major in Napoleon’s army in Egypt; and to his aunt, a nun
who’d been evicted from her convent after the French Revolution. In 1808, to escape Grenoble’s harsh winters, his father’s
ill health forced the family to move to the
milder climate of Brignoles in Provence.
There, with the support of one of his father’s army comrades named Sapey, who
directed a convalescent military hospital,
Antoine-Bartélémy developed a passion
for surgery and decided to become a doctor.
When his father died in 1810,
young Clot had to support himself and his
mother; so, in 1813, he set out for Marseilles to pursue a medical career. He began his training there — with a barber who
practiced blood-letting — until, with the
help of a childhood friend, he was admitted as a student “externe” at the hospital
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Hôtel Dieu, which provided Clot with
room and board.
Soon he was appointed, in succession, Assistant Chief Surgical “interne,” Chief of Anatomy and Aide in the
Dispensary. He also practiced as deputy
surgeon at the Hospice de la Charité, ironically to become the home of the ancient

Egyptian artifacts he would collect later.
After getting the necessary medicalschool prerequisite degree of Bachelor of
Letters at the University of Aix-en-Provence in 1819, Clot was accepted at the
Faculty of Medicine at Montpelier, one of
Europe’s most prestigious medical schools
at the time. Because of his still penurious
circumstances, Burrow tells us that, to

Below, Marseilles gallery displaying a variety of small objects from the full scope
of ancient Egyptian civilization.

Above, Room Three, “The Religious
World,” of the Marseilles museum displays
objects ranging from a crocodile mummy to
votive objects.

Large (40 cm. h.) Thoth reliquary of gilded wood &
silver (with a garnet eye), dating to the Ptolemaic period, with a Tuna el Gebel provenance, joined the
Marseilles Egyptian collection by purchase in 1990.
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Left, One of two “funereal Ties” galleries in
the Marseilles museum, displaying coffins
ranging from the 118th to the 25th dynasties,
as well as a wide range of funerary equipment from those times.

follow his lessons, Clot “walked on foot
between Marseilles and Montpeiier on 4
different occasions that year, a distance
of about 100 miles each way. However,
his perseverance was rewarded; on July
24, 1820 he successfully defended his
thesis in medicine, “Research and Observation on Spinitis or Inflammation of the
Spinal Cord Made by Me at the Hospital
in Marseille.” Three years later, on February 23, 1823, he presented his thesis for
Doctor of Surgery entitled “Dangers of
the Instrumental Manipulation in Obsterical Delivery.”
However, at this point, Clot’s
promising medical career clouded. Most
likely his inflexible character and his controversial medical theses (whatever they
might have been) angered the medical hierarchy and the nuns at the Hospice de la
Charité; he was dropped from the Academic Society of Medicine of Marseille
and forbidden to give lessons at the Hospice.

A

t this personal nadir, with no future in Marseilles, in 1824 Clot
fortuitously met the French agent
of the viceroy of Egypt, Mohammed Ali
(1769-1849), who was determined to keep
his army healthy, although Egypt had no
medical-care system, and so had sent emissaries to France to recruit physicians.
Clot accepted the agent’s offer of the position of Chief Doctor and Surgeon of the
Egyptian Army, although he knew no Arabic; and, on January 21, 1825, Clot left
France for a new life in Cairo aboard “La
Bonne Emile.”
He lived in Cairo for nearly
twenty-five years, although not without
visits to Europe. “After several emotional
entanglements,” Burrows recounts, “he
eventually married Mademoiselle Gavoty
at the age of 47. The Clots had a daughter who was born in Egypt; his mother
who came to visit him in Egypt, died there,
and was interred in the Catholic cemetery
in Cairo. Mohammed Ali, regarded as the
founder of modern Egypt, died in 1849
and his despotic grandson and successor
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Abbas-Pasha I (1812-1854) discharged
Clot-Bey who returned to Marseille,” although he returned to Egypt from 185458.

U

pon his first arrival in Cairo in
1825 Clot was faced with two
difficult challenges. The first
was to convince Mohammed Ali that, in
order to keep his army healthy, he also
needed to raise the health standards of the
general population; so Clot made smallpox vaccinations mandatory for all. The
second was to win over the Ulemas or religious leaders, because Muslim law forbade a woman to be seen undressed by a
man who wasn’t her husband. It also demanded respect for the dead and so forbade anatomical dissection.
Nonetheless, within two years
Clot had founded a 1,500-bed military
hospital and a medical school for 300 students at Abou-Zabel just outside Cairo.
He patterned both on the French medical
system and recruited French, German and
Italian professors to teach. To overcome
the communications problem, he encourgaed his interpreters to study medicine
and then become instructors themselves.
Over the next several years, the indefatigable doctor had founded a veterinary
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school, a school of pharmacy, a botanical
garden, a maternity clinic, a school for
midwives, and an asylum for pregnant
women and abandoned children. To prove
his worth, Burrow tells us, “Clot brought
an outside examiner from Europe to give
the students an oral examination in public and then a written test. Three hundred
questions were asked in the course of the
examination, and all the students passed.
Doctor Pariset, who was the chief outside
examiner, later wrote the viceroy that European students would not have done better in the examinations.”
As early as 1832 Clot accompanied his twelve best students to France, to
perfect their training. That same year the
viceroy gave him the honorary title of
“Bey,” without requiring him to reject his
Catholic religion.
From then on Clot-Bey traveled
frequently to Europe, functioning as a
diplomat for Egypt. He was received by
King Louis-Philippe and met members of
the Bonaparte family and Pope Gregory
XVI. In 1837 he visited England, was entertained by Thomas Pettigrew and preTop, Entry hall of the Marseilles museum’s
sented six Arabic manuscripts to the
Egyptian galleries. Above, Fragmentary granBritish
Museum.
ite statue of a female deity; dated to the 18th
Although a busy doctor and auDynasty reign of Amenhotep III, but re-inscribed for Rameses II.
thor of several medical tomes, during the

1840s Clot gave in to Egyptomania and
built up a large personal collection of ancient artifacts. Upon his first return to
Marseille in 1849, he offered it for sale to
the Musée Calvet in Avignon, which turned it down. A year later Emanuel de Rougé,
curator of the Department of Egyptian
Antiquities at the Louvre, traveled to
Marseilles to see Clot-Bey’s collection
and purchased two large batches in 1852
and 1853. In 1852 the British Museum
purchased two papyri — 9901, used by
the Swiss-born archaeologist Henri Édouard
Naville (1844-1926); and 9995, a Book of
Breathing).
In 1859, when very ill, Clot-Bey
returned to Marseille for good (he didn’t
die until August 28, 1868, however); he
brought with him a second Egyptian collection, since 1861 Marseille’s core collection. Maspero published the Museum’s
first catalogue in 1889, which included
all of its Egyptian artifacts at the time,
not just Clot-Bey’s.

A

bout 900 of our some 2,500 artifacts are display thematically,”
Madame Gisèle Pierini, curator
of the Egyptian collection since 1990,
told me. The first room concerns the Predynastic Period with its black-bordered
red vases and slate palettes. The second
room is called “The Living World,” daily
life with toiletries (including terracotta
jars for kohl and calcite ones for balsam),
wigs, sandals, jewelry, furniture, architectural and writing tools, plus little statues
of the domestic gods Ptah and Bes.
The third room, called “Religious World,” presents votives, numerous
bronze statues of all the dieties, animal
mummies (ibis, falcons, cats, a crocodile,
an antelope and leonine claws) and reliquaries for sacred animals. The fourth
and fifth rooms, called “Funeral Rites,”
deal with burial traditions and the Afterlife, showing coffins from the Eighteenth,
Twenty-first and Twenty-second dynas-

ties as well as, from the Ptolemaic period,
canpoic vases, ushabtis, amulets and a papyrus of the Book of the Dead.
The final glass-case displays Ptolemaic- and Roman-era phallics and “Happy Motherhood” talsimans of Bes, as well
as plaster and painted stuccoed-cloth funeral masks. Touch screens in each room
explain most of the artifacts in French,
Italian and English.

O

f the Marseilles collection’s four
human mummies — two men
and two women — only one was
in its coffin; and only one, a man, is on
display. “We know nothing else about
these mummies,” Madame Pierini told
me. “They arrived in France during the
Nineteenth Century with no documentation. We also have three mummified human hands and the mummified leg of a
child. For clarity I should explain that
the mummy on display is not in his original coffin and that the funerary objects in

The Marseilles collection includes two black-topped
red ceramic vessels dating to the Predynastic Amratian period (4000-3500 BC), excavated at Naqada in
Upper Egypt.
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the display case with him did not come
from his tomb. Their presentation is artificial. They date to many different periods. The display is just to explain to the
visitor the objects that were customarily
found in a tomb.
“In addition to Clot-Bey’s 950
artifacts, of course our most important
purchase,” continued Madame Pierini,
“we are the custodians of two deposits,
long-term loans, from the Louvre. The first
dates to 1875 and includes bronze statuettes and amulets; the second dates to
1893 and includes two coffins and fourteen ushabtis from the second hoard of
Deir el Bahari, not to mention some donations and purchases.
“The stars of our collection are
the polychrome limestone Kasa Stelea
from Sakkara,” said Madame Pierini. The
Mu- seum catalogue, Museum of Mediterran-ean Archaeology: Collections
Guide — now out-of-print in English —

provides the following entry: “No evil
should reach the vault in which the mummy laid for eternity. The Book of the Dead
has a chapter for this very purpose. In
each of the four walls of the tomb a niche
had to be dug out, in which they deposited a briquette on which a magical text
was written; it was then topped with a
special figurine. General Kasa, a great
military leader during the reign of King
Seti I (1306-1290), conceived the original
idea of making four stelae, at the same
time receptacles for the briquette and the
figurine, wearing the protective text.
Each stela is oriented, presenting on both
sides of the hanger the hieroglyph of the
cardinal point where it has to be set. The
ritual prescribed by the inscriptions of
headstones had to be done by the priest
shortly before he left the vault, leaving
the deceased protected in his final resting
place. To date, no other examples of this
type of oriented tombstones have been

found. The four Kasa stelae make up a
unique set. The four stelae display in the
center of the handlebar, one above the
other, the hieroglyphs of the solar orb,
water and incense censer, surrounded by
two Anubises lying on a chapel to the
north and east and two eyes of Horus to
the south and west. The text in beautiful
hollow hieroglyphics, originally inlaid
with bright colors, comes in horizontal
lines, reading from left to right, and in
vertical lines, reading from top to bottom.
Three stelae show Kasa, wearing a long
pleated linen dress, and a wig of fine
strands, kneeling, his hands raised in
worship. The briquettes and figurines
have disappeared, leaving their niche
hollow—they were probably stolen during an intrusion into the tomb which must
have occurred in Antiquity.”
“The collection’s highlights,”
con- tinued Madame Pierini, “are our
ushab- tis, bronze statuettes of deities,

19th Dynasty limestone offering table belonging to Qenkherkhepshef, from the Cloy-Bey collection. Opposite, One of four polychrome limestone stelae belonging to 19th Dynasty General Kasa,
found in his Sakkara tomb; also from the Clot-Bey collection.
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Below, Unusual 18th Dynasty limestone ushabti of a millerwoman named Tenet-Tepetihu. Right, A conventional mummiform calcite ushabti belonging to the same woman.

the Book of the Dead and a Ptolemaic
gold-covered wooden reliquary in the
shape of an ibis, one of our last purchases
in 1990. It represents the god Thoth and
originates from the necropolis in Tuna el
Gebel. Also purchased in 1990 is a limestone bas-relief bearing the name of Rameses II. Our latest purchases in 1997
and 1998 are: a terracotta ithyphallic Bes
from Memphis, probably a votive dating
to the Ptolemaic period; and the “Bes of
the Happy Motherhood” talisman, dating
to the Twenty-second Dynasty, which too
should be considered among our highlights. We have no money to make purchases now. We have artifacts from every
period of ancient Egyptian history; but
our most recent acquisitions are donations of vases dating to the Predynastic
Period, which up to then was our weakest
timeframe.”
Two other highlights Madame
Pierini singled out for me are ushabtis,
one of calcite, the other of limestone,
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both from Memphis, and found in the
tomb of Princess Tenettepetihu of the
Twenty-eighth Dynasty. The collection’s
catalogue gives their following description: “The mummy-shaped ushabti does
not hold implements in her hands and
does not mention the classic Chapter VI
of the Book of the Dead. As for the miller,
considered here as an ushtabi, her iconography is rare, only eleven such items
are known, all dated from the reign of
Amenhotep III (1391-1353 BC). Most importantly, these two objects reveal snippets of the fabulous destiny of Tenet-tepetihu. She was loved in her youth by a
prince before he became king, and was
perhaps one of the initiators of the teenage prince to the ‘erotic game of love’.
But she never became queen. The name
of her beloved is not noted, but some
clues allow us to identify him as the future
Thutmose IV (1401-1391 BC). Tenet-tepetihu came from Atfih, which can be
found in her name, and probably stayed

in the Ghurob gynoecium in the Fayum
region. She states, however, that the king
lov- ed her ‘in his palace’ which could indicate a royal residence of the Memphite
region. This idyll bore a son, Prince Pentepihu. This extraordinary love affair was
probably one of the most beautiful moments in her life. On the dawn of her life,
she wish-ed to carry its memory into the
beyond, evoking it in a few lines and giving herself the title of ‘Great Royal Wife’,
that was written twice on her funeral
statuettes.”
According to Madame Pierini,
two more highlights are: the limestone
Qenherkhepeshef Offering Table, dating
to the Nineteenth Dynasty; and the poly-

Ithyphallic Bes made of polychrome terracotta, dating to the Ptolemaic period & 33
cm. long; a recent (1997) purchase by the
Marseilles museum.

Above, Bronze figure of Ptah embellished with gilding; dates to the
Saite period. Right, Polychrome-wood coffin in the Marseilles collection, from Luxor, dating to the Late Period (21st Dynasty).

chrome limestone momument of Teti, dating to the same dynasty (reign of Merneptah). Again the catalogue tells us: “Qenher-khepeshef has left many traces of his
function, scribe and head of a team of
craftsmen, experts in charge of the excavation and the construction of royal tombs.
Many graffiti in his name dot the rocky
hill, reflecting his ego. But the workers,
too, have left inscriptions testifying to his

tyranny. Yet he was a scholar: he owned
a ‘library’ containing religious, literary,
and administrative texts on a single roll
of papyrus.”
Although the Marseilles collection has never housed a temporary exhibition, it has recently loaned the limestone “miller” ushabti of Tenet-tepetihu
and faience floral architectural decora-

tions to an exhibition called “Cleopatra
and the Queens of Egypt,” held from July
11-September 23, 2015, at the Tokyo National Museum; and then in Osaka, from
October through December of this year.
There are no future loans planned.

About the Author Lucy Gordan-Rastelli is
the Journal’s European correspondent and is
home-based in Rome.
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